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Engage
Prepare to



“Prepare to Engage” centers on the

maid of honor,

Melanie Trumbull.

She planned the entire wedding 

for her sister.  But now 

she's been thrown for a loop.

Her world is completely turnedupside-down
when she meets free-spirited piano player, MurphyMason, 

during the Cocktail Hour



Well, ...almost all.

Opposites attract.

Sparks fly.

Romance ensues. 

Careers hang in the balance. 

 

Love conquers all.



Melanie is on the fast track to making partner at a prestigious law firm. She wants to go
beyond the traditional financial prenuptial agreement, adding a set of civility clauses. 

"An Emotional Prenup".

Melanie Trumbull
Corporate Divorce Attorney 



Murphy Mason
Musician 

His instrument of choice is the guitar, but he can play almost anything. This dreamy
musician will prove to be a catalyst for Melanie and her Emo Prenup concept. Meanwhile,

Melanie forces Murphy to confront his true feelings regarding success and fame.



Jack Trumbull
The Mayor 

Melanie and Sandy's father is a winner. Mayor of the town for thirty years. 
Approaching retirement age, but not quite ready to step down yet. Jack's wife Betty wants
to leave the political life behind.This conflict between them puts their marriage in jeopardy. 



Betty Trumbull
The Mayor's Wife

Refined style that evokes wealth and power. Never gaudy. 
Mother to Melanie and Sandy. Married to Jack for 27 years. 

Has had enough of being the great woman behind the great man.



Gil Molitor
Partner at 

Larkin, Molitor, Banks, and Schmidt

Gil Molitor is a name partner at a powerful law firm. 
Jack's lifelong friend and golf buddy. Melanie's mentor.

When Melanie presents her Emotional Prenup idea, Gil harshly rejects it.



"Prepare to Engage"  carries a progressive message about modern divorce. 
We’re among a rising number of millennials with this mind-set.

The trend of emotional prenup is reflected among young Hollywood couples.

Emotional Prenup



Target Audience

CORE MARKET

15-55 Females

BROAD MARKET

15-55 Male /Females

INSPIRATION
ROMANCE

HAPPINESS

MILLENNIAL  
MINDSET

BEAUTY

Target Audience



The Writer

Barry Langer
Writer/Producer

With over twenty years of entertainment
experience, Barry is among a select few who

has earned credits on a hit sitcom 
(Will & Grace), a hit drama 

(Big Little Lies),and a hit reality show (Duck
Dynasty).
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